
Workplace Technology TM 

Collaboration Solutions

DTEN has combined the power of groundbreaking 

interactive hardware technology with best-of-

breed software-based video conference room 

solution, Zoom Rooms. Best-in-class mic array 

with 16 directional microphones clearly picks up 

the voice of the speaker. A 4K wide-angle camera 

provides a face-to-face in-room experience 

for remote participants. Proprietary DSP from 

DTEN and Zoom, keeps voices crystal clear and 

distracting background noise to a minimum.

Benefits of the All-In-One Zoom Rooms Appliance

SIMPLE SET-UP IN MINUTES
Comprehensive components right out of the 
box. Requires no software configuration or 
complex IT support integration, making it easier 
and more affordable than ever to bring the 
power of collaborative video to any space. 

POWERFUL, SIMPLE AND AFFORDABLE
As a plug-and-play solution, DTEN D7 
includes all the core components that enable 
a frictionless video conferencing experience 
powered by Zoom Rooms for Touch.

OPTIMIZED FOR VIDEO COMMUNICATIONS 
Connect with up to 1000 video participants 
across mobile, desktop, and meeting rooms.

COLLABORATE MORE PRODUCTIVELY
Share presentations and whiteboard with 
in-room and remote participants.

VERSATILE FOR ANY TYPE OF SPACE 
Deploy DTEN D7 with Zoom Rooms 
in any type of meeting rooms.
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AN AI POWERED 
FACE-TO-FACE EXPERIENCE

All-in-one central AI conference system that automatically 
customizes lighting, visual, and audio for each meeting 

space. High quality visual and audio technology that 
gives remote participants the same in-room look and 
experience. Spotlight Video Conference - AI Powered 

Tracking, active speakers and face detection. 

CLEAN MEETING SPACE WITH 
SEAMLESS TECHNOLOGY

Highly Integrated Interactive Whiteboard, that can be 
used at the same time from multi-located participants, 

with touch screen, high resolution 4K camera, 16 element 
microphone array and video conference. Companies of 
all sizes have a high quality solution that can transform 

any space into a modern, collaborative team space.

A HASSLE FREE AND 
AFFORDABLE SOLUTION

DTEN Collaboration tools are plug and play 
frictionless. It’s easy to learn for new users and 

requires minimal IT support. Users can easily make 
it work by themselves. DTEN technology drives cost 

saving with everything you need in one solution. 
No integration or expensive design costs.


